


The headline unemployment rate increased to 5.9% in June from 5.8% in May.

However, the BLS reported that the rate could have been 0.2 points higher if not for

misclassification due to confusion about people considered as employed but away

from work. This misclassification error rate declined 0.1 points from May, so the

likely true headline unemployment rate in June was likely unchanged from May. 

Consumer Confidence according to the Conference Board increased 6.1% in June

and left confidence down just 4% compared to February 2020. Plans to purchase a

vehicle in the next 6 months improved modestly but remains down y/y. Plans to

purchase a home also improved in June but remains down y/y. 

Demand 

June total new vehicle sales were up 18%

year over year, with the same number of

selling days compared to June 2020. The

June SAAR came in at 15.4 million, an

increase from last year’s 13.0 million but

down from June 2019’s 17.2 million rate. 

Combined sales into large rental,

commercial, and government buyers were

up 63% year over year in June. Sales into rental increased 531% year over year in

June but remain down 3% in the first half of 2021 compared to the same time period

last year. Commercial sales gained 13% year over year and are up 27% in 2021.

Including an estimate for fleet deliveries into the dealer and manufacturer channel,

we estimate that the remaining retail sales were up 15% year over year in June,

leading to an estimated retail SAAR of 13.4 million, up from 11.6 million last June but

down from June 2019’s 13.6 million rate. 

We initially estimate that total used vehicle sales were down 11.1% year over year in

June. This brough t the June used SAAR to be 39.0 million, down from 43.6 million

last June and down compared to May’s 40.0 million SAAR. The June used retail

SAAR estimate is 21.3 million, down from 23.1 million last year and down month

over month from May’s 21.9 retail SAAR. 



Supply 

Manheim Used Vehicle Value Index decreased 1.3% month over month in June.

This brought the Manheim Used Vehicle Value Index to 200.4, a 34.3% increase

from a year ago . On a y/y basis, all major market segments saw seasonally

adjusted price increases in June. Pickup trucks outperformed the overall market,

while most other major segments underperformed the overall market New Days ’

supply for June was 25, down 33 days y/y and down 2 days from May. 

FTC Issues Policy Statement on “Illegal

Repair Restrictions” 

Across the U.S. economy many aftermarket repair

facilities and others have long complained about

restrictions on their ability to repair articles, ranging

from cell phones to tractors, refrigerators and even

automobiles. This so-called “right-to-repair” issue has

a complicated and contentious history, but the

automotive industry broadly addressed the issue several years ago via an industry-

wide agreement (“Memorandum of Understanding” or “MOU”) to provide the

information the independent aftermarket needs to repair vehicles. This MOU has

worked for many years in the automotive industry, although the aftermarket industry

has recently sought to expand access to telematics and other data coming from the

vehicle.[1] 
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In 2019, the FTC held a public workshop on the broad issue of “right-to-repair”

across all industries entitled “Nixing the Fix,” and in May of this year the Commission

issued a report to Congress on the Commission's conclusions from that workshop

and recommendations from FTC staff (“Report”). Importantly, the Report actually

calls out the automotive industry MOU as being an example of successful industry

self-regulation on this issue.  

At a public hearing yesterday the FTC voted 5-0 to issue a “Policy Statement on

Repair Restrictions Imposed by Manufacturers and Sellers,” which formalizes the

recommendations in the Report, and as the Commission states, seeks to “restore

Right to Repair for small businesses, workers, consumers, and government entities.” 

This FTC action follows President Biden’s recent executive order that directs federal

agencies to take a series of actions and encourages the FTC to use its “rulemaking

authority” to, among other things, address “unfair anticompetitive restrictions on

third-party repair or self-repair of items.” 

Both the Report and the Policy Statement address this issue across many industries,

not just automotive. Importantly, as noted above, the Report characterizes the

automotive industry MOU very favorably. As a result, any action the FTC may take in

this area should focus on other industries. That said, advocates for the aftermarket

industry have sought, and will likely continue to seek, to use this statement by the

Commission to expand access to vehicle and consumer data under the guise of

“right-to-repair.”  

The Commission has indicated that it will increase enforcement related to this issue,

including the potential for actions under the anti-tying provisions of the Magnuson

Moss Act or the FTC’s “UDAP” authority under Section 5 of the FTC Act.   

The bottom line, however, is that there is no legitimate “right-to-repair” concern in the

automotive industry. The aftermarket industry continues to hold a majority of the

automotive repair market, and access to information needed to repair any vehicle is

readily available today. Nonetheless, and despite the fact that the Report clearly

notes that the automotive industry has successfully addressed the issue of access

and ability to repair automobiles, Regulatory Affairs will continue to work with other

industry stakeholders to stress these critical points to the FTC as it further examines

these issues. 
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_________________________ 

[1] This has led to a great deal of activity at the state level, including numerous

recent state “right-to-repair” legislative proposals, a successful ballot initiative in

Massachusetts, and subsequent (and active) litigation over that ballot initiative. That

activity is critical to understanding this issue in the automotive context but is largely

unrelated to the ability of aftermarket shops to repair vehicles; rather, it is more

focused on access to information that would assist in marketing those services. As

such, it is outside the scope of this memorandum. 

Jeff Weber                                                                                                                      

Chairman, NADA Regulatory Affairs Committee

Where have all the trade-ins gone? 

   

Let’s face it, it’s a terrible time to be short on the

quality inventory that comes from customer trade-ins.

But who’s buying all their used vehicles? The answer:

Large used car aggregators. And it’s a threat that

dealerships are only just beginning to realize. 

According to the company’s quarterly report, CarMax

alone bought a record 341,275 vehicles from consumers in the first quarter of 2021,

a 236% increase from a year earlier and 77% more than two years before. That’s

over a million used vehicles in one year that are not being brought into the

dealership as trade-ins. 

While that number is staggering, what’s even more significant is the effect on

dealers’ bottom lines. When a customer sells directly to one of these companies:

The dealer loses a valuable asset. This trend lowers dealers’ margins,

because traditionally dealers make the highest ROI on trade-ins with a

complete service history.
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That used car becomes a competing retail unit. And it’s likely offered at a lower

price given the massive volume of cars and low margins these companies

operate with.

The dealership loses a retail sale. While customers intend to sell to a national

retailer then buy from a local dealership, once they see the huge selection of

cars for sale from a company they’ve already sold to, they buy there, too.

The dealership loses future service business. Any car that’s not bought there

probably isn’t coming back in for warranty work, routine maintenance, or other

repairs.

The brand loses loyalty. It used to be that a customer traded an old Toyota for

a new Toyota at a Toyota store. But when a customer sells their old Toyota to

a national retailer, it’s just as easy for them to spot an attractive Mazda,

Subaru, or Ford among that buyer’s inventory.

It’s not a losing battle, though – if dealers can update the way they handle trade-ins

to make them as quick and easy as the bigger guys. 

Rather than asking the customer to schedule an appointment to physically bring the

vehicle into the dealership a week from now, dealers can send a certified ACV

True360 inspector to the customer’s home or business within 24 hours. Equipped

with ACV’s proprietary technology, that third-party inspector can provide an

incredibly accurate condition report and unbiased appraisal in about 20 minutes so

the dealer can offer to buy it on the spot. 

If it’s not a vehicle the dealer wants to buy, the inspector can launch it to a live online

auction immediately. The dealer still gets value from the trade-in (and everything that

comes with it) and the end result is the same for the customer—sold car, good

experience, money to spend at the dealership. 

In markets where the huge online retailers have already begun to buy, ACV can help

dealers stay competitive. In markets where the online giants haven’t set up shop,

though, these tools can help dealers carve out a niche reputation as the easiest car

sales experience in town. And there’s no national chain that can compete with that. 

If you’re interested in learning more about how ACV can help you buy more cars

from consumers, please reach out to educationalwebinars@acvauctions.com. 

rbarone@acvauctions.com, or your local ACV territory manager.
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NHTSA Launches Updated Recall Notice

Dashboard 

  

Earlier this month, the National Highway Traffic

Safety Administration launched a revamped recall

dashboard, designed to help dealers and consumers

more easily find important data about their vehicles.

You may access the dashboard at this link on the

U.S. Department of Transportation’s website. 

“This new dashboard provides unprecedented transparency into the recall process,”

said Acting Administrator Dr. Steven Cliff, in a news release about the new

database. “More than 50 years of recall data are now easily available to the media,

researchers, safety advocates, and anyone interested in learning more about vehicle

safety. This initiative is part of the U.S. Department of Transportation’s commitment

to safety on our roadways, and it provides increased transparency and accountability

to the American people.” 

Users can view both open and closed mandatory recall notices spanning several

decades, and sort by a number of different categories, including make, model year,

recall type and much more. All open recalls for specific vehicles can be found

using NHTSA’s Vehicle Identification Number lookup tool.

J.D. Power:  Pandemic Reinforced OEM

Brand Loyalty 

  

Here’s another positive development — especially for

dealerships — that has surfaced because of the

pandemic. J.D. Power said vehicle owners remain

vastly loyal to their specific brands, in part due to the

effects of pandemic lockdowns. Experts made that

assertion as part of the J.D. Power 2021 U.S.

Automotive Brand Loyalty Study released on Thursday. With many vehicle shoppers

hesitant to venture out to showrooms, J.D. Power vice president of data & analytics

Tyson Jominy explained that they often relied on their relationship with their current
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dealer. 

Source: Auto Remarketing
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Workers’ Comp Safety Corner 
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Heat stress is a major concern for dealership

employees. Be sure to stress to employees that

hydration is one of the best ways to beat the heat.

The coming weeks may be a good time to supply

water or sports drinks for employees who are most

exposed to the elements. Employees should also

know that they should be drinking fluids not only at

work, but before and after as well. If they come into

work thirsty, they’re already behind the curve!

Want to advertise your products or services to our members? Click here to learn

more! Or email me at mmiller@vermontada.org
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